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EDITORIAL
We are now entering Week 5 of the Lock Down. This enforced isolation has meant that I can
no avoid getting down to those tasks, large and small, that have been put off for years. In
my case, the fine weather over recent weeks allowed no acceptable excuse to get out into
the garden and even venture into the jungle that has developed over the years. That said,
Senior Management has allowed me to escape to my shed occasionally and to work on my
layout whilst enjoying Classic FM; happily, the electrification of the points is progressing
steadily.
Back to the main task, I am extremely grateful for the steady stream of articles that have
found their way into my Inbox. Please keep them flowing.
Finally, I have heard from Richard. Both he and Bron have pretty well recovered from their
bout of the virus, although both are still taking things easy. Our thoughts are with them and
of course with all the other folk around the country who have also been caught by the virus.
Stay safe all

Ex-LNER 4 Wheel Passenger Vans (BY)
Over the past couple of years, I've built a few 0 Gauge passenger carriages and parcels
vans from Ian Kirk plastic kits. For those who don't know them, they are cleverly designed
modular kits where the sides are made from plastic sections joined to make different
carriages. This mimics the way in which Gresley and Thompson had designed their
carriages. The kits also include roof
mouldings, basic injection-moulded parts
for the underframe and some fairly simple,
but usable bogies. What isn't included are
wheels, buffers, couplings, glazing and
other detail parts. Make no mistake, these
kits do not make highly detailed state-ofthe-art carriages, but for £45 for the basic
kit, they are a great starting point for doing
as much detailing as you want to do.
Guard's Compartment End
Ian George has opened my eyes to the variety and interest to be found in modelling NonPassenger Coaching Stock, of which parcels vans form a major subset. One of the vans
which caught my eye was the 4-wheel pigeon vans (diagram 120) built around 1928-30 for
the LNER to carry racing pigeon traffic (and parcels when not in use for their primary

purpose). Happily, all the parts of this van followed the same practice as the Gresley Full
Brakes when it came to modular design and construction. I was lucky to pick up at the
Kettering 0 Gauge show an incomplete Ian Kirk kit for a Gresley 52' 6” Corridor Full Brake
(kit 7103) for £20 and from there was able to derive most of the parts I needed for the sides
and roof of the pigeon van – those I couldn't derive were bashed from other components.
Unfortunately, the ends were not suitable as the pigeon van did not have corridor
connections. However, once again the modular approach paid off as the ends were the same
as for the 51' ½” non-corridor stock which I have built so I could measure up, cut from styrene
sheet and then add ribbing from Evergreen plastic strip. The two sides and two ends were
glued together and the floor cut to size held in place using 8BA nuts and bolts.
At this point I ran in to a problem and got stuck. The Diagram 120 pigeon van had rather
peculiar W-irons, with springs on the inside, rather than the normal position on the outside.
I couldn't find this style of W-iron for sale anywhere, but further reading of the Tatlow books
revealed vehicles built in 1933 to Diagrams 170 and 176, general purpose vans rather than
pigeon vans, but otherwise very similar and
these had the normal W-irons. Now I could
proceed because I remembered building
the Slaters MR fruit van which has 3'7”
diameter wheels and the whole W-irons
etch is available as a spare from Slaters
(71551). I built the W-iron units up, attached
them to the underframe and completed the
detailing. All that was left to do was painting
(unlined BR crimson) and lettering, sticking
on the roof and adding the buffers and
coupling gear.
Overall, I am very happy with the result which you can see in the pictures. I know there are
many faults for the purist to find, but it has been the most enjoyable build I have had yet in
0 Gauge.
Now I still have a lot of parts left over, what else can I make?

PENDONESQUE THATCHING – David Harrington
Some time ago I tried my hand at thatching, with very limited success. I wanted to “do better”
but didn’t know how until I found “Cottage Modelling for Pendon” by Chris Pilton. It includes
a section on how to model thatch roofing without using Chinese hair, which went out of
fashion back in the 70’s, largely, if I recall correctly, because of a scare about health hazards
in wigs – déjà vu.
The recommended modeller’s thatching material for the 21 st
Century is plumber’s hemp and for those you who not
plumberly-inclined, that is (or was) used to seal threaded joints
in pipework. PTFE tape is used by proper plumbers nowadays,
which is why you won’t find hemp in your friendly local
merchants – but it’s available on ebay for around 5 quid a large
hank. Here’s my take on the process (after reading Pilton‘s
book several times). Note: dimensions given are for a 4mm

building, but the techniques are the same if modelling in 2mm (tricky) or in 7mm (might need
two hanks!). The cottage kit in the pictures is from Petite Properties. I hope it inspires you
to have a go – I’m sure my results are capable of improvement!
Start simple – in other words, for your first efforts, avoid hip roofs and those with dormer
windows and other complicated profiles. A straightforward gable-end will do nicely. Cut a
piece of stiffish card to serve as your basic roof and score a fold line down the middle to
mark the roof ridge. You’re going to stick your hemp to that card and you need to know
where the ridge is.
Unwind your hank of hemp and cut off about 30cm. From that length separate enough fibres
to form smaller bundles about the thickness of a pencil. Hold one of them in the middle with
one hand and stroke it from the middle towards each end, thus removing most of the loose,
straggly fibres that are no use to you. Now go and fetch the vacuum cleaner. Cut one of
your pencil-lengths into 2.5cm pieces. Repeat until you’ve used up your original 30cm
length. You’ll find it handy to make a simple jig for this, otherwise you’ll end up with pieces
all of different lengths.
Make up a 3-4mm deep 50-50 solution of PVA in a
wide-topped dish and have a small pot of neat PVA
handy into which you can dip a brush. Brush a 3 cm
long smear of neat glue along one of the lower edges
of the roof card. Dip just the end of one of your 2.5cm
bundles in the 50-50 jar to a depth of 3 or 4mm, wipe
most of it off and lay the thinly-glued end on the strip
of neat glue on the card so that 2/3 of its length hangs
over the edge of the card. Glue the remaining bundles
of this first tier, each cheek by jowl with its neighbour.
When you’ve finished this first tier of bundles, make some
longer ones of 3cm. Use them to make a second tier, with
their overhanging ends level with those of the first tier so
you have a thatch edge of double thickness. Make the third
and subsequent tiers with shorter bundles – say 2cm – and
gradually build up the tiers until you reach the roof ridge.
But, after the second tier lay down each successive bundle
so that, on contact with the layer underneath, its tip is at the
same level. With your finger tip gently slide the fibres in the
new bundle backwards so they form a sort of ski-slope when
looked at from the front – all you should see, ideally, is just
the fibre ends.

At the corners of the roof gently fan out the fibres in the end
bundles of each tier so they turn the corner neatly. Then
continue up the gable until you reach the ridge. The fibres
should point outwards over the gable end. At this stage you’ll
have created something like Boris’s hairstyle – don’t worry,
it’ll all come right once you get the scissors working.

Tidy the ridge line and finish the ridge with thin,
5cm bundles, long enough to be bent into
inverted V’s and draped over the ridge peak.
This NOT easy! In the end I made a simple jig
by cutting a long slot in a spare chunk of
Andrew’s hard foam (thanks mate), laying my
5cm bundles across the slot and then, while they
weren’t looking, I crammed a steel rule,
edgewise, down on them, forcing them, with a cry of triumph, into the slot, there to spend
the night and grow accustomed to their new shape. Trim them to length. You can glue them
into position so long as you don’t let glue show on the surface layers. But best to run a
length of brown cotton along each side of the ridge and
peg it down with tiny wire home-made V-pins.
End by shaving the untidy thatch with (very) sharp
scissors to expose as many fibre ends as possible and
to neaten the eves. The wife’s hairbrush is used to
punish any wayward fibres.

So – what do you think? The challenge is: can you do better?

THE ARCTIC FLYER – Richard Puddephatt
In late June 2012, Bron and I took a cruise to
the Fjords of Norway and on to the island of
Spitzbergen which is just on 600 miles from the
North Pole. The scenery up there is amazing
with the lower slopes of the mountains still
covered in thick snow and the coast abounding
in glaciers large and small.

Spitzbergen is now a scientific base with no inhabitants other than
scientists and support services. There are no trees and even in late
June, the temperature was not much above freezing, even with the
sun shining. Polar bears frequent the settlement of Ny Alesund (the
scientific base) at night and during the daytime personnel are
warned not to leave the base environs without a weapon i.e. highpowered rifle!!

During the 50’s and 60’s coal mining took
place on the island and NCB staff went
there to advise on methods etc. (Would
have been a good place to send Arthur
Scargill!!) A narrow gauge railway was
built to transport the coal down to the
wharves for shipment out. Mining has
long since ceased and the only trace of
this line is a very short length of track with
a somewhat dilapidated loco and five
wagons standing on it. There is some
evidence of the remains of the track with
the marks of sleepers on the ground.

Because of the restrictions on leaving marked paths,
it was not possible to get any details of the loco but I
was able to take a few shots of it plus the landscape
in which it operated. I hate to think what the footplate
conditions would have been like in the depths of
winter.
This has to be the most northern preserved railway
in the world!!

QUIZ – Mike Le Marie
Following on from his quiz in the previous Special Edition of Whistleblower, Mike has come
up with a further test of your railway knowledge. This time, the 10 classes of
locomotives/multiple units that have run on Britain’s railway, can you name the Chief
Mechanical Engineers responsible for their design?
1. LMS Garratt 2-6-0 – 0-6-2
2. GWR 1600 Class Pannier Tank
3. LNER J94 Austerity 0-6-0 Saddle Tank
4. NE T2 0-8-0
5. LSWR M7 0-4-4T
6. LNER K1 2-6-0
7. LMS Diesel Electrics 10000 – 10001
8. SR 4DD Electric Multiple Units
9. SR V Class 4-4-0
10. LB&SCR L Class 4-6-4T

And now the answers to the previous Quiz on the start and finish stations for some of the
Named British Trains are:
1. The Caledonian – London Euston to Glasgow Central
2. The Heart of Midlothian – London Kings Cross to Edinburgh Waverley
3. The North Briton – Leeds City to Glasgow Queen Street
4. The Welshman – London Paddington to Llandudno/Pwllheli
5. The Bon Accord – Glasgow Buchanan Street to Aberdeen
6. The Broadsman – London Liverpool Street to Sheringham
7. The Cathedrals Express – London Paddington to Hereford
8. The Golden Hind – London Paddington to Penzance
9. The Hebridean – Inverness to Kyle of Lochalsh
10. The Lakes Express – London Euston to Windermere/Workington
11. The Kentish Belle – London Victoria to Margate/Ramsgate/Broadstairs
12. The Master Cutler – London Marylebone to Sheffield Victoria (post 1958 from
London Kings Cross)
13. The Merchant Venturer – London Paddington to Weston Super Mare
14. The Norseman – London Kings Cross to Newcastle Tyne Commission Quay
15. The Palatine – London St Pancras to Manchester Central
16. The Red Dragon – London Paddington to Carmarthen
17. The William Shakespeare – London Paddington to Stratford upon Avon
18. The Ulster Express – London Euston to Heysham
19. The Devonian – Bradford Forster Square to Paignton
20. The Cornish Scot – Glasgow Central to Penzance
Well done those who managed to answer all the question, whether by actual knowledge or
by reverting to Google. Should there be any dissent with these answers, please address the
issue to the Editor in writing for filing …..
Have fun

AND FINALLY – David Harrington
David has provided a useful table for all the different Scales in use:

